Pont-Neuf. Leaning out of her window, Germaine Baader watched Gurau, who had stayed kte with her, going away. To her left the roofs of the Louvre were still shining. The Seine wafted up a dank, cold breath to her. Germaine dreamed of kings and favourites ; of palaces, prisons, and drowned men; of the paths to power which are stamped hard by men and upon which pretty women take their walks.
In the centre of the city the mass movements of evening, those long ascensions towards the north and towards the east, like an interminable drawing of breath, were barely beginning. Activity had deserted the inside of the Bourse and the banks and was diminishing on the floors of business buildings, but only to increase and thicken in the streets. The shops were lighting up. The noise of the capital curled itself into knots. In the rue Lamarck, Louis Bastide, insinuating his hoop between fussy visitors to Paris and hawkers of medallions, was on the run again-a child coming down to merge once more into the mass of the city, where night was sparkling into birth.
Sirens hooted. The station clocks pointed to five o'clock. Four, seven, eleven express trains were on their way to Paris. The four which were creeping along far away had barely emerged from the provinces. They had just left the last big cities which Paris allows to grow at a certain distance away from her. They stake out around her a circle which is like the shape of her shadow. As soon as you enter it, impalpably Paris has begun.
Three other expresses, much nearer, were crossing the countryside - impregnated with Paris and subject to her, but still beautiful, in the slanting rays of the russet sun. They were just reaching the second circle - the one which is drawn, a dozen leagues away from Notre-Dame, by the chief towns of the old land of Ile-de-France.
The four expresses which ran ahead of the others were already approaching the inner suburbs, slowing down as they plunged into them. One was coming from Lyons, another from Lille, a third from Bordeaux, and a fourth from Amsterdam.

